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letters:
(Editor's Note: This letter
appeared in yesterday's Lobo,
however, two lines were
inadvertently omitted thus changing
the meaning of the letter. We regret
the error.)
Civil War
To the Editor:
We read the letter from the
"Hanoi Students" as it appeared in
The Lobo on·Nov. 24 and would like
to reply directly to them:
"Dear Friends:
"Since we are all aware that the
war in South Vietnam is a civil war
and in no way should concern the
Republic of North Vietnam, we hope
that you also sent a similar letter to
your government officials crossing
out all ". . . U.S. withdrawal ... "
statements in favor of " ... North
Vietnam withdrawal. .. " and
crossing out all " ... President
Nixon ... " statements in favor of
" ... President Pham Von Dong... "
It is apparent that if both North
Vietnam and the United States
withdraw from South Vietnam our
friends in South Vietnam will be in a
position to freely choose the type of
government they wish without
foreign intervention just as you and
we have freely chosen our
governments without foreign
intervention.
"We hope, therefore, that you
immediately respond to this request
so that our friends in South Vietnam
will soon be free to pursue living
under the type of government they
choose.
"P.S. If after you mail the above
letter to the appropriate North
Vietnamese agency you find
yourselves in need of political
asylum, see yout friends at the
nearest U.S. Embassy."
Phil Baca
For Concerned Citizens
for Freedom
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By CAROL CARPENTER
This summer I was involved in an
educational experience which has
been to me as a seed planted in
fertile soil, something which
continues to grow, which I have to
talk about, which gives me hope,
that cut through my own racism
where I could see it and talk about
it, which was unique in its total
involvement with my life and the life
of my American society.
I have to tell you about it because
it is one of the few real educational
programs around. It carries in its
design more than what is considered
classroom education, something
more than words. The education I
want to share with you comes under
the title "Urban-Black Semester
Programs."
The usual classroom rap of power,
violence, sex, civil rights? Yes, I
received lectures on these topics and
more, but my involvement was not
limited to lectures and book lists.
Each student worked from four to
six hours a day under black
leadership as a volunteer in a
community organization. This phase
of the program brought into reality
what I had read and intellectualized.
I gained new perspectives for my
own understanding of the

Enrollment Meeting Fails
To Reacl~ Final Decision

The transportation bill

Abortions:
Still Hard to Get
Reprinted from
University of Washington
Daily
Abortion became legal last
Thursday, Dec. 3. From recent
developments, however, therapeutic
abortion may not be as easy to
obtain as many had thought when
they voted referendum 20 into law.
Legal questions remain
unanswered. Doubts have been
raised, and many doctors and
hospital personnel are undecided
about the application of the law.
Abortions, according to the
referendum, may only be performed
in accredited hospitals until, and if,
regulations for other facilities such as

white-black polarization, by
experiencing the black community as
a teacher. The program provided the
setting for an atmosphere of
reciprocal hearing as a struggle
continued for understanding and
meaning between people. The
combination of the three phases intensive lectures and reading
concerning the black experience,
community involvement and
reflection seminars - made this a
time of cohesive learning. School
that made sense. Life.
But still, "What did it all mean?"
People ask me that all the time and I
think the question is valid, and yet,
it is not one I choose to answer to
you. I choose rather to answer
myself. My own accountability to
the blatant racism that is being
perpetuated in our country is my
responsibility, and only I know what
power I have to affect change within
my community. It matters for you
to know what part you are taking.
So I hear you saying - "Why does
she even bother to write this article,
if she chooses not to tell about her
personal involvement of the
present?" I bother because the
Urban-Black Semester Programs
helped me get my head together, and
begin to see the power that I could
use to stimulate change. I write
because I believe in this type of
educational experience for those
people who are seriously motivated
to "do something." It provides the
sensitivity necessary for
understanding the complexity of
racial polarization and the
self-preparation necessary for a new
racial reality in America. To learn
more about the variety of programs
available, write: Urban-Black
Semester Programs, 1449 Cornell
Street, Berkeley, California 94 702.

outpatient clinics, have been worked
out.
Since no hospital administrators,
opponents of legalized abortion and
supporters alike, want their hospital
to become known as an "abortion
mill," most are being cautious about
what their hospital will do, according
to a Seattle newspaper.
In a recent poll taken of the
Seattle area's 22 hospitals, half either
said they would not do abortions,
had not made up their minds, or
were not revealing their decisions.
Those who said they would not do
abortions are Catholic hospitals, St.
Francis Xavier Cabrini Northgate;
and Auburn General.
Most hospitals who said they will
perform abortions are limiting the
number through quotas. Dr. Richard
Soderstrom, a gynecologist at
Virginia Mason Hospital, said his
hospital would do two per day. He
said Swedish Hospital plans to do
four per day.
Others are requiring patients to
stay overnight which raises the cost
of the abortion and may exlude
many women with limited funds.
Other hospital - imposed
restrictions may include requiring
the woman to show proof of
residence and also consent (if the
latter is needed), and approval by a
hospital committee.
The issue was further clouded last
week when Tacoma doctor, Thomas
H. Skrinar, invoked the conscience
clause of the law when he learned
three abortions were to be
performed last Friday in Puget
Sound General Hospital of Tacoma,
of which he is part owner. The clause
states that any person objecting to
abortion, doesn't have to participate
in one in any way.
The doctor was granted a
temporary restraining order by the
courts to prevent the abortions from
taking place until the courts hear the
case. The matter is still pending.
Ken Vanderhoef, an attorney for
Voice of the Unborn, said "Skrinar
was not with VFU. He added that
the case could eventually result in a
court ruling on the constitutional
rights of the unborn children." .
A doctor at University Hospital
said that the rest of the state should
not expect all abortions to be
performed at the University
facilities. He also said hospitals in
the rest of the state should do some.
Most of those who supported
referendum 20 do not have to
perform the abortions, he said.
Another doctor disagreed with
this assessment of majority feeling,
but added that, "It was not feasible

or realistic for all abortions to be
performed at University Hospital
anyway, :for a lack of personnel, as
well as time."
Dr. William Stimson of Hall
Health Center, said many who
supported legalized abortion did not
necessarily want to do them, but
wanted to make sure there would be
centers and services available for this
much-in-demand service.
"Through Hall Health Center
pregnant students will be able to
receive counseling and then referral
to competent physicians, after being
diagnosed," said Stimson.
Women may not be admitted to
some hospitals if they are unable to
pay, he said. "These people can
apply for public assistance," he
added.
A spokesman for Dr. Walter
Herrmann, the chairman of the
department of gynecology and
obstetrics at University Hospital,
concurred with Stimson on
financing.
"Until the program here has some
operating funds, abortion will be
handled on a cash basis, in advance,
at about $350 each, for non-welfare
patients," he predicted.
He also said "abortions through
the University will be done in special
outpatient facilities set up on the
eighth floor of Harborview Hospital.
Abortions would most likely be done
in University Hospital only if
complications were anticipated. This
is to centralize the center in one
area."
The University advises that
persons calling Harborview to get an
appointment must first have
confirmation of their pregnancy
from a private physician, Planned
Parenthood, or Public Health. A high
priority will be given to women just
under 12 weeks pregnant.'' This is in
spite of the fact that the law allows
abortion up to 16 lunar weeks.
"We do this because after 12
weeks an aborLion is a very serious
ordeal. It is not likely it could be
done on 4an outpatient basis if a
woman is more than 12 weeks
pregnant and it may involve surgery.
She would then have to receive
inpatient care, for which abortion
facilities at Harborview are not set
up," said the statement.
"Contraceptives are still the most
favorable method of preventing
pregnancy, and abortion should not
be used in their place," emphasized
the spokesman.
Dills also said Planned Parenthood
offers free contraceptives to women
of childbearing age, either for
personal or economic reasons.

By DAVE PARKER
A planning retreat of top UNM administrators, Regents and students
failed to come to a definitive decision to limit UNM enrollment.
"This was a preliminary discussion that was very helpful and we
agreed the matter of planning for growth needs more attention," UNM
President Ferrel Heady said. This seemed to sum up the reactions of
most of the participants, although agreement in some other areas
apparently was not reached.
A top enrollment figure of 25,000 was predicted for 1980 by Morris
Hendrickson, director of institutional research, with a full.- timeequivalency (FTE) of about 19,000. The FTE is arrived at by dividing
the total number of students by 16- the number of semester hours
considered to be a full time academic load. After 1980 the enrollment
is expected to level off or even decline slightly, Hendrickson said.
Evidence supporting the leveling off statement is the declining birth
rate, the low rate of immigration to New Mexico, and the stab!ization.
of the percentage of high school graduations in the future. An
unexpected change in any of these factors, or a move into wide scale
vocational education by UNM, could drastically alter the projected
enrollment.
This meeting was not th<.' first concerning growth at UNM, nor were
the questions raised new ones. Th(' Warnecke report, issued in 1960 and
summarizing two years of study by the R<>gents, administrators, faculty
committees, and planning consultants, projected an ultimate enrollment
of 25,000- "the maximum practical (•nmllment" for UNM.
Tom Pop<>joy, then president of UNM made a statem<>nt in the report
predicting future developments ineluding severe limitations on the
availability of highly qualified faculty, tightening of budgets, more
selective admission, the creation of several junior colleges, new
instructional programs, and the growth rate of the Graduate School
outstripping that of the undergraduate enrollment.
Differential funding, the allocation of varying amounts for different
levels of education and different diciplines, also came under attention
in the planning retreat. This is a critical question because a student
studying for a Ph.D. needs several times the educational services of an
undergraduate.
New Mexico i<> one of the few remaining states that still funds its
state universities on a one - to - one basis- allocating money on the
basis of total enrollment without regard to diffPrent levels of edl}.cation.
The University of California, for example, is budgeted three and one
half as much money for an advanced doctoral student as it is for an
undergraduate at the lower division lev1•L
Donald Stuart, associatl.' executive secret-ary of the Board of
Educational Finance (BEF), who attended th<> planning s<>ssion, said the
BI<;I•' "plans to move forward a funding syst('m on the basis of
differ('ntial funding but this will not come about for two or thrN'
years." He cited the need for more information about thP actual
diffl'r<'nt'e in eosts b<>tween graduat<> and und(•rgraduate <>ducation and
also int<>r - disciplinary variations. Th(' BEF is participating in a nation wid!• study b<>ing conductPd by the W('stern Interstate Conference on
Higher l<;ducation (WICHE) SP<>king to pinpoint what the actual cost
differentials are. Tlw rPpmt is not dul' for at l<>ast two y!'ars and it
S('ems tlw BRio' will not. eonsidt•r any changp in the funding procl•dure
until that timt•.
The BEF had forecast a six percent increase in FTE <>nrollment at
UNM this fall, and till' Unh·<>rsity was fund<>d on this bases. 'fhe actual
iner<>as<> turnPd out to be ov<>r 12 percent FTE.
Stuart said last year's strike was r<>sponsible for much of this y<>ar's
enrollment increase. H<> said the grading procedure under which
students could receive a "W" or take the grade they had at the tim<>
without completing th(' course resulted in many students returning this
fall who would oth('rwise have been suspended for academic reasons.
H<>nrickson said "nobody seems to know the real reasons for th<>
enrollment jump." His studies indicated a higher percentage of high
school graduation in Bernalillo county than the remainder of the state
and an "exceptionally high" rate of enrollment from the county.
One tentative result conclusion of the meeting was to set up a
planning and research office with. close ties to the offices of the
academic and administrative • development vice presidents, although
this is not yet approved by Heady. This office would not be responsible
for day to day operations, but concern itself solely with determining
what the actual growth in enrollment at UNM will be and how to
effectively plan for it.
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Charges Against Will Dropped
ASUNM Impeachment Procedures 'Vague'
Student Senate last night voted
unanimously to dismiss charges
and a scheduled hmring against
NSA Coordinator Fr<>d Will on the
grounds impeaehment procedures
as written in the ASUNM
Constitution are "too vague."
Senate last weelc suspended Will
as coordinator of NSA pending a
hearing on charges of "general
malfeasance." However, the
Clinical Law Program of the Law
School advised Senate
impeachment proceedings are for
criminal offenses and "cannot be
tried according to parliamentary
procedure as written in the

Food Price Increase Brings Chaos to Poland

Rioters Battle Police; 6 Killed
freedom" uprising in Poznan in nation's most volatile areasBy TERRENCE ANDREW
WARSAW (UPI)- Polish the 1956 politieal upheaval that went on strike after learning of
troops and tanks imposed tight brought threats of Soviet military the Gdansk rioting.
Gdansk is the ancient former
controls Wednesday on three intervention and returned
"free city" of Danzig. It was
major cities in northern Poland Gomulka to power.
The riots erupted Monday after that helped trigger W.W. II.
where crowds angered by
government - ordered food price the Warsaw gover,nment ordered a Gdynia, the fast - growing sister
increases stoned Communist Party 20 percent increase in food prices. city about 20 miles away, is
head quarters, burned buildings, The food price incr<'asc was Poland's leading port and naval
looted shops and battled polic!' coupled with a similar hike in bas<'. Sopot, about midway
fu('l costs and a m!'at shortage- between Gdansk and Gdynia, is a
for two days.
The official news agency PAP, and all before Christmas which is major Baltic Sea resort. Togf.'!her,
they form a metropolitan area of
in the first government report on still widely observed in this
about 600,000 population- the
the rioting in the tri·city port area officially Communist country.
On Tuesday, students, third largest in Poland.
of Gdansk, Gydnia and Sopot on
Diplomats in Warsaw said the
the bay of Danzig, said six dockworkers and housewives
persons, including policemen, marched on Communist party rioting was the culminatio11 of
were killed and "several dozen" headquarters in Gdansk and years of agricultural
others injured. An earlier report battled police with stones. Police mismanagement, food shortages,
by loeal Polish radios said at least fired back and tanks and troops high prices and low quality. Other
smaller incidents had been
150 policemen were hurt, many began moving in.
reported previously this year,
PAP
said
the
armed
forces
of them seriously.
PAP said the rioters "defeated the adventurist ineluding the sacking of a Silesian
"demolished and set on fire" elements and .restored law and supermarket by 300 housewives in
June.
public buildings and looted order."
Swedish diplomats in Gdansk
"The
authorities
warned
they
dozens of shops. Diplomatic
said
the riots began with a
would
react
with
full
decisiveness
sources in Gdansk said mobs also
stoned Communist party towards all kinds of trespass of sitdown strike by 600 workers
and students on Monday. Police
headquarters, burned cars, trucks public order and against all
dispersed them with high pressure
activities,"
the
agency
anti-state
and other vehicles and chanted
water
hoses.
said.
slogans against Communist First
0
n
Tuesday, housewives,
The
government
imposed
a
Secretary Wladyslaw Gomulka
workers
and students marched on
on
the
Gdansk.
·
nighttime
curfew
and other party leade.rs.
.
.
police
headquarters, hurling
Western diplomatic sources m area and barred all travel into the
stones
at
outnumbered police who
region,
about
200
miles
northwest
Warsaw said government forc?s
opened
fire.
Crowds also attacked
of
Warsaw.
used gunfire and tear gas m
Communist
Party headquarters
But
even
as
PAP
issued
the
addition to the tanks to quell the
and set fire to other buildings,
unrest
appeared
to
be
warning,
rioters.
.
It was Poland's most serioUs spreading. Diplomatic sources said shops and vehicles, the Swedish
violence since the "bread and coal miners in Silesia - one of the sources said.
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The traditional Christmas tree atop St. Joseph's Hospital is
silhoutted against the sunset. The clouds though a bit menacing
haven't yet produced enough snow to give Albuquerque a white
Christmas.

ASUNM Constitution," said Vice
President Frank Lihn.
Lilm said tl1e Constitution also
denies a defendant his civil rights
in that it does not provide
adequate time to prepare a
defense. The Constitution
provides that an impeachment
hearing must occur at the next
regularly scheduled meeting after
charges are brought.
He further urged Senate to
adopt a code of conduct for
student officers, which would
establish grounds for removal
from office.
Senate also. unanimously passed
a resolution requesting the
governor of New Mexico and
Capt. Martin Vigil of the State
Police to ask federal authorities
for a complete investigation of the
circumstances leading to the death
of Robert Garcia, a VISTA
worker, last week.
The Santa Fe district attorney's
office Tuesday ruled Garcia's
death an "out- and- out case of
suicide." Garcia's family and
friends however, stated they will
not accept a verdict of suicide.
"!t is the opinion of the
(student) government that an
impartial federal investigation will
be the only way. justice (in the
Garcia case) can be served. This
resolution calls only for an
impartial hearing and does not
necessarily condemn any groups

or agencies involved," the Senate
resolution conclud<>d.
In other business last night,
Senate allocated $495 to the
ASUNM Student Placement
Union, which will work in
conjunction with the Placement
Center to find jobs for students.
Personnel selection and
administering of funds for the
Union will be the responsibility of
three students selected by the
ASUNM president.
Senate also allocated $250 to
Amistad, the Free University, for
printing of a catalogue and films
for classes. It is the first money
Senate has allocated to the Free
University.
In addition, Senate allocated
$700 to the UNM Student Aids
Office to establish an ASUNM
student loan fund. Under the
provisions of the bill, a student
may be loaned $25 per each
month school is in session at a
four percent interest rate. Interest
payments will revert to the Joan
fund, and students will have up to
three months to repay loans.
Senate also unanimously passed
a resolution asking the Board. of
Educational Finance (BEF) to
allow foreign students to establish
residence in New Mexico.
In other business, Senate
allocated $1500 to Residence
Halls Council (RHC) for
landscaping the dorm area.

KNME Holiday Specials
A week of specials is in line for KNME (channel 5) during the
Christmas weekend.
On Sunday, Dec, 20 at 7 p.m. "New Mexico Festival" will
feature the combined choirs of Albuquerque, Manzano, Sandia,
and Valley High Schools singing holiday music.
Monday evening "What's New" (7 :30 p.m.) will present "The
Fir Tree," by Hans Christian Anderson.
The University of Albuquerque drama department will present
a special Christmas play on "New Mexico Festival," followed by a
30-minutc concert by the "Signing Choir" from the New Mexico
School for the Deaf. Festival will start at 8:30p.m. on Dec. 22,
with "Christmas One" an adaptation of the French legend of the
juggler and the lady by local playwright Susan Gross. ·
. .Julia Child suggests a tasty desse~·t for the holiday season called
"Gateau in a Cage" on "French Chef" at 8 p.m., Dec. 23.
Dec. 24 at 8 p.m. the University· of South Carolina Choir,
under the direction of Arpad Daraza, will present a special
concert of holiday music:
·
·
Christmas Day at 8 p;m. "Homewood" returns to the early
days of the radio drama with television' version of "The Plot to
Overthr9w Christmas," by' Norman Corwin., · .

For Rocket, Spacecraft Testing

NMSU Regents Okay Contracts
LAS CRUCES (UPI)- The
testing of electronic
New Mexico State University instrumentation,
(NMSU) regents Tuesd.ay
The second contract approved
approved two contracts totahng
was t·enewal of a $427,626
$1. 3 million, including an
agreement between the Dept. of
$887 ,82·1 pact for support of
Health, Education, and Welfare
rocket and space craft test here
and the Southwest Regional
and at the Kennedy Space Craft
Media Center for the Deaf at
Center in Florida.
NMSU. The center, one of four
The space contract was with such facilities in the nation, assists
the NMSU Physical Sciences individual teachers of the deaf in
Laboratory and the National improving their instructional
Aeronautics and Space effectiveness.
Administration (NASA), It
Donald C. Roush, the
involves installation, maintenance, university's academic vice
operation modification, president, reported to the board
inspection, calibration and field on the upcoming interim session
'

BUY A
COKE

4201 Central
6901 Lomas
5810 Menaul.

at NMSU. He said 25 courses
would be given during the special
session, to be held between the
fall and spring semesters ft·om Jan.
4-15.
'
.
Roush said eaeh college was
offering at least one course in the
session.
In an afternoon session, the
regents heard a report on pt"Ogress
in the space shuttle project from
Kent R o berts of · the Physical
Sciences Laboratory, which is
involved in trying to sell White
Sands Missile Range as the site for
the NASA shuttle program.
In other action, the Board
approved an allocation of
$305,000 to 1·enovate one of
NMSU's dorms. The Board also
approved having the university's
Grants campus annexed by the
city of Grants to permit police
and fire protection and road
maintenance.
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the world's animals.
Frank Hibben was named the
In 1947, Hibben brought
United States conservationist of Barbary sheep from Northern
the year by President Richm:d Africa to New Mexico and now
Nixon.
the state has more of this species
Hibben, a noted big game of sheep than anywhere else.
hunter, has moved extinction
The North African animal
threatened species of animals adapted well to the semi-arid
from parts of the world having a climate and New Mexico has
New Me::tico-type environment to helped breeding starts to begin in
this state for preservation. He said Texas, Nevada and Utah, Hibben
an over-abundance of guns after said.
World War II resulted in the near
Hibben has brought a total of
obliteration of many species of 12 species of foreign animals to
New Mexico from similar climatic
areas.
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(CPS)-A Federal grand jury
has re-opened its investigation
into the killing of two students at
Jackson State College by
Mississippi police last May. The
grand jury had been in recess for
five months, waiting for the
outcome of investigations by a
county grand jury and the
Presidl'nt's Commission on
Campus Unrest.
The state of Mississippi has
dropped its charges against Ernest
Lee Kyles, 21, a non-student.
Kyles was the only person charged
with inciting to riot and
participating in a riot during the
May 1·1 disturbance.

Christmas Special
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Call for a free Mini-Lesson
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Liberal Check-out Rule Changes
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An experiment in more liberal
circulation policies for certain
journals and serials was approved
by the University library
committee and will be in effect
until April of next year.
Journals in the fields of
mathematics, astronomy and
physics will be circulated to any
faculty, graduate or
undergraduate borrower for a loan
period of one week, and may be
renewed at the library circulation
desk_
The new policy is on an
experimental basis and Peter
Starr, circulation librarian, said "if
the experiment works out well,
and if the April re-evaluation of
the project shows it's practical,

circulation of bound and unbmmct
journals could be extended to
other subjects."
Starr said "mathematics,
physics,· and astronomy were
selected as subjects to be included
in the experiment because use of
journals in these fields is different
than many others." The average
reader of these technical journals
often needs more time than one
day to properly r.ead and
assimilate complicated material.
Beyond just providing a new
convenience for students
interested in borrowing journals,
Starr said the library hoped to cut
down on theft and mutilation of
library property through a more
liberal lending policy.

Rapid Reading-Study Techniques-Math
Prepare now for FINALS
We haye the key that will unlock
the Grade Point trauma
Call Ann or Pam 265-6761

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS
30 I San Pedro Drive N.E.

$75.00

Regularly $129.95
435 San Mateo NE
256-7241
Hoffmanfown Shopping Center

296-Q311

Complete recording, repair and installation facilities. Thousands of tapes
to choose from. Listen before you buy!

Ask them this in a letter mailed to:
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BankAmericard/Master Charge

25¢
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Tht• opinions expressed on the
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thos<' of tl><· author solely.
lTMi!~ned opinion Is that of the
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Make this Christmas a ~ime
for coming together. Give
him the look tltat lasts.
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New Tape Deck
Mini 8 $69.95
Speakers, installation, and
five tapes of your choice

Ask Hanoi to release the names of men it
holds prisoner. Ask them to allow prisoners
to communicate regularly with their families. Ask them to repatriate seriously ill
and wounded prisoners. Ask them to allow
a neutral intermediary to inspect places of
detention.

St~

INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

Jackson State Case

It is not asking you to take a stand on the
war itself. It is asking you to ask Hanoi to
observe the humanitarian provisions of the
Geneva Conventions.
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Nixon
Honors Anthro Professor
UNM anthropology professor

The Red Cross is asking you to consider the
matter of prisoners of war and those who
are missing in action in Asia.
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Hibben (right) and Friend

No matter how you feel about the war in
Vietnam, the fate of this prisoner of war
is a big deal. To his wife and children. To
his parents. To the signatories of the Geneva
Conventions. To all rational people in the
world.
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Politics Fade
Maccabeus after the three-year
Religious and nationalistic
war in which a Jewish guerilla
fervor reached a climax in 70 A.D. ~~·TYYYY~Y?.YT~T·Y·y·~Y.YYYYT¥YYY? • •4
army outnumbered 10 to one and
when the Zealots died and the last
Syrian
fellow men without losing embers of xevolution ·against the
fighting a better
army complete with elephant
anything of himself," said Rabbi Romans died. The political
.
liigh
XER?X COPIES-Be-No limit .
"tank corps", defeated their
Morris Kertzner.
aspects of the holiday were lost
~
spec1al rates fo; dissertations-required paper supplied free
~
oppressors. Using the military
Although there are no special forever as the Jews were dispersed
services in the synagogue, candles over the world.
~
SIMMS BUILDING other locations in Winrock Center,
~
principles ot' living off the land
247·4406
National Building 8. 120 Madeira NE
and taking aid from a friendly
are lit at home and the lighting
During the Golden Age of ,._~.. ....._ ............... ....._..... ..,....,...._.A.
......-.........._.._....,.._..._.._..._..._.....,
..., ....... ..,. .... .._ .......... A,.
population, this guerilla army
ceremony is accompanied by Judaism in the tenth through
.fought what was p1·obably the
blessings followed by songs. thirteenth centuries the ideal of
first war of national liberation in
Selection from the Psalms, called Hanukkah was symbolized in the
the rugged Judean mountains.
the Halle!, and Eighteen Blessings lighting of the candles as "a
Contemporary Jews light oil
are recited.
symbol of Judaism's belief in the
la!Jlps or special candles which are
The ceremonies have not gradual constant increase of
placed in a menorah to recall that
changed much but the meaning of intellectual light and of the slow
Hours Best Suited
To YO
SCHEDULE
w h en t h e Has m one an s Hanukkah has greatly changed but steady victory of spiritual
re-dedicated the temple, they since the ceremony ·was first enlightenment" said Abraham
found only a small amount of instituted.
Idelson.
Ann and Pam have done it agai:nl
ritual oil which had not been
Religious Tradition
Due to the repression of the
For your convenience and by request
defiled by the Syrians. Excee<;Jing
Originally the holiday was more Middle Ages, Jews began to forget
all expectations, the oil lasted
of a nationalistic celebration for it that Hanukkah was a proud day
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
eight days. So the modern Jew was the winning of political and"- of victory. No longer able to
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National Surirey Shows

:1f3 of College Goers Use Drugs
PALO ALTO, CALIF. (UPI)-A
na tiona! study on drug usage
reveals that about one in three
co liege students has tried
marijuanat at least once, but local
surveys indicate high school
studE>nts may be turning away
from drugs.
Robert C. Petersen, chief of the
center for studies of narcotics and
drug abuse of the National

I

Institute of Mental Health
(NIMH), said Tuesday most
marijuana use among college
students is "experimental and
relatively infrequent."
Petersen was reporting on a
nationwide study of college
freshmen and juniors at the
opening session of a conference
sponsored by the Stanford
University Institute for Public

STROBE BlACK

liGHT
Dist. of IMS luna Lite

1220 Central S.E.
247-0178

Beau Britches
Has Pants
FLAIRS
DENIM BELLS
SOLIDS, STRIPES

PLAIDS
waist sizes

Police Analysis and the U.S.
Bureau of Nm·cotics & Dangt>rous
Drugs.
Preliminary results of the
NIMH study, Petersen said,
By United Press International
indicate that fom of five persons
who have tried marijuana find it
"moderately or very satisfying."
Petersen also reported on a
thrse-year northern California
high school study that indicated
FT. BENNING, Ga.-capt. Ernest Medina called a halt to the killing
drug usage among younger
of civilians at My Lai by radioing "The party's over, that's enough
students may be declining,"
shooting for today," then later reported a body count of 310, a former
"At the junior high level," soldier told the Calley court-martial Wednesday.
Petersen said, "almost every rate
Thomas John Kinch 24 of North Cape May, N.J., said he was
of usage for all drugs-alcohol,
serving
with a mortar' platoon on March 16, 1968 wl~cn Me~i~a's
tobacco, marijuana, LSD and
amphetamines-was generally less company, to which he was attached swept through My L~I. Lt. Wilham
L. Calley Jr., who is standing court-martial for the premeditated murder
in 1970, class by class, for both of
102 Vietnamese civilians during the March 16, 1968 operation, was a
sexes.''
platoon leader under Medina.
Petersen said the use of
Kinch claimed Medina ordered his men into My Lai in reprisal for
tobacco, LSD, and amphetamines
troop
among senior high students was GI's." losses and told them he "didn't want to see anything living •but
generally less.
Medina, charged with the overall responsibility for the My Lai
"While the use of marijuana
operation,
will be given a pretrial hearing in . Atlanta tonight to
had risen (in senior high), the determine whether
he, too, should be brought to tnal.
increase was much less than in the
period 1968-69," he said.
Petersen identified the county
for the study as "one of relatively
high drug use" among high school
youth. He said results of a
national NIMH survey of high
WASHINGTON-A former U.S. Army intelligence agent was
school drug abuse were not yet reported Wednesday to have told Senate investig~t?rs t!1at th~ Army
available.
conducted political surveillance of government officials, mcludmg Sen.
One factor for the delay, Adlai E. Stevenson III, who might disagree with administration policies.
Petersen said, is there has been no
Sen. Sam J. Ervin, D-N.C., who made the discl?sure, demanded a f~ll
adequate survey of high school explanation and assurances from the Army that It would halt domestic
drop-outs, who have the highest spying operations immediately. The Army. had n~ immedi~te comme?t·
rate of drug use.
"The Army investigated these men durmg thmr campmgns for office
and while they were in office," Ervin said. "It was enough that they
opposed or did not actively support the government's policy in
Vietnam, or that they disagreed with domestic policies of the
administration, or that they were in contact or sympathetic to people
with such views."
"Apparently anyone who in the Army's definition was "left of
center" was a prospective candidate for political surveillance."
The agent was identified by the Washington Evening Star as former
S. Ssrt. John M. O'Brien of Evanston, Ill., who said that from June,
1969, until his discharge a year later he was "a domestic spy for the
Army," assigned to the Region 1 (Midwest) office of the 113th Military
Intelligence Group in Chicago.

Arts & Media

'The Deadly Gante' Plays
Tonight Through Sunday

Medina's Command Stopped Shooting

Army Spied on Officials

Plaza Primorosa
zooi Eubank N.E.

World
News

S.E. Corner Old_ Town Plaza

10% Discount with UNM 1D

Nurses Attend Pregnancy Class
Eight senior Public Health
nursing students from UNM's
College of Nursing are
participating in the teaching of
pregnant teenage girls at the
YWCA.
They are working with
Pregnant Teen-Aid Program

HOLIDAY SPECIALS:

1/3 off

on all

leather goods
-.

discount on
water pipes
many gift items

Joseph's Curio Shop
2216 Central SE

directed by Linda Barr of the
YWCA staff. Barr has a master's
degree in Maternal and Infant
Nursing.
Nursing students participating,
and the topics they discuss, are
Virginia Griggs, "discussion of
nel.'ds and characteristics of the
infant, and bath demonstration";
Pat Jurado, "prenatal exercises";
Laurel Giachino, "discussion of
labor and delivery"; and Daryl
Balok and Marjorie Buck, "love
and morals."
The teenage girls have been
taken on a tour of the obstetrical
labor room and delivery facilities
at BCMC, by nursing students
Linda Schreiber, Elaine
Rcgensberg and Susan Barner.
Kathy Baruth, instructor at the
UNM College of Nursing, has
worked with the senior nursing
students on their teaching plans,

Enchanted Nutcracker

I

Two of the toys that have been brought to life for an evening
dance in last week's Ballet West production of the Christmas
favorite.

Ballet .west's 'Nutcracker' Good

Ballet West's production of
"The Nutcracker" at Popejoy Hall Occasionally, as in Scene I when
all the pomp and pagentry was
was even better than expected. revealed,
the visual part of the
The visually magnificent
production
overwhelmed the
production compared favorably
dancers
themselves.
This is a
with those of other companies I
shame,
since
the
first
act
was by
have seen, in iis best moments.
far the better paced and more
Peter Illyitch Tchaikovsky's interesting of the two.
composition has had an unusual
Like the best repetory theatre,
popularity with the public ever
Ballet
West has few individual
since the late nineteenth when it stars. The
company is at its best
was written. It has been staged by
also
when
in large costumed
most companies, with differing numbers.
degrees of success, throughout the
This characteristic was
world. When viewed as a period
particularly
evident when pairs of
piece, the juvenile nature of the
script becomes less important, But dancers were featured. The Snow
during the holiday season, few Prince (Rocky Spoelstra) couldn't
promoters can resist what appears leap high at all. But you really
to be a sure moneymaking revival. didn't notice this, since you were
An eerie prologue introduces trying to keep track of how many
Dr. Drosselmeyer and his nephew, times he almost dropped the
danced by Michael Onstad and Snow Queen (Mary Lynne
Cory Cannon. The lighting effects Shupe).
There were several outstanding
in this scene, the falling snow for
example, approached a full-blast parts in the second act. The
light show in quality, Spanish dancers (Nancy Taverna,
Drosselmeyer provided a perfect Craig Smith) and the Russian
counterpoint, in his dark and dancl.'rs (Bruce Caldwell, Frank
shabby frock coat, to the Hay, and Michael Rozow)
Victorian party scene which provided some of the best
followed.
entertainment of the ev£>ning. The
A ftE>r the opening, we were frenetic movement of the
witness to the stylized turn · of· performei's, though not in the
the- century Christmas Eve party, native folk vein, caught the
replete with a giant, growing tree. audience by surprise, coming after
Ronald Crosby, who designed the preceeding slower numbers.
both scenery and costumes,
should be congratulated on what
are probably the finest sets ever
used by a road company.

&

I felt that Philip Fuller as the
Chinese reveller was the master
dancer of the performance. His
spectacular leaps and prancing
were enriched by' Ariel Ballif's
specially-made costumes. Again,
the Artistic Director of Ballet
West, William Christensen,
avoided the modem in favor of
the ornate - this time with better
success.
"Th P Nutcracker," though
tradit,onally choreographed by
Christensen and Petipa • Ivanov,
was so well done and the music so
well played that it would be
impossible not to commend it.
The Albuquerque Light Opera
will be bringing Rodgers &
Hammerstein' s ''Carousel" to
Popejoy Hall December 26, 27, 30
and January 2 and 3. On January
22, Neil Simon's comedy "Plaza
Suite" (George C. Scott was in the
Broadway play) will be here.
Tickets for students are half price.
Bill Pike
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FEATURES WOULD
ELIMINATE BARRIERS TO
THE HANDICAPPED
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The nature of the theatre, as
Artaud tells us, is a type of brute in all of us." Since it is not
representative reality. Working on enough to justify the crime by
an imaginary level, the theatre pleading that it is common to all
duplicates an existing illusionary of society, the duty of the court is
world creating a world which we to "stamp out the brute."
accept as being real.
Working within the framework
In the Old Town Studio of the representati'v'e·reality of .~he
production of "The Deadly court, the play discusses the game
Game," director Alexander of justice and the morality of
Schause works through a murder.
delightfully diabolic level of
I cannot recall the
reality which rapidly turns on the lastTechnically,
time I have seen so flawless
viewer to become an extension of and perfect a play in this city.
a collective fantasy.
Director Alexander Schauss met
"The Deadly Game," which the difficult challenge of the play
will be playing tonight through with r.~etic clarity. The rhythm,
Sunday night at 8 p.m., takes the continuity, the tension and
place in a mountain chalet in the denouement are perfect.
Switzerland which serves as the
departing point of a trip through a
The acting is outstanding.
court which exists "to punish There isn't a weak point here as
those who a regular court can't Bob Walker (UNM law professor),
reach".
who plays Bernard Laroque, the
The collective invention of defense attorney, and Charles
three retired lawyers, the comt Driscoll, who plays Gustave
puts an American salesman, Kurmer, the prosecutor, turn in
Howard Trapp, on trial for the outstanding performances. Mickey
crime of unconsciousness (lack of Toppino as Trapp and Luther
conscience) when "that product Elmore as Joseph Fillet (the
of the 20th century" accidentally hangman) also turn in fine jobs, as
arrives at the chalet after an auto does the supporting cast.
wreck.
As a person who is always
As the trial unfolds like a willing to be tripped out in the
dream or a trip into the magic world of the theater, it is
unconscious, the court establishes particularly satisfying and filling
Trapp has murdered his boss. His when I experience a play that
defense is that he docs not realize actually knows how to take you
the implication of his act for "life on a trip. And when the trip is as
is a chaotic battlefield in which real and freaky as "The Deadly
we are, more or less, murdering Game," I strongly urge you not to
each other".
miss it this weekend and to let
But the prosecution charges yourself get taken to an unreal
unconsciousness- ''that narcotic reality.
of the modern world" - is "that
Aaron Howard

There is a revolution coming. It will not
be like revolutions ofthe past. It will
originate with the individual and witlz
culture, and it will cbange the political
structure only as its :final act. It will not
require violence to succeed, and it cannot
be successfully resisted by violence. This
is the revolution of the new [Je1zeration.

CharlesA.~ich
NEW MEXICO WHO

Restrooms with wid~ stalls and
grab bars for wheelchair users
Handrails on all stairwaysextending 18" beyond top
and bottom steps
Non-slip floors (non-skid
wax is available)

GIVE HER THE LIFT OF LIFE
Diamond bridal sets .in 18 and 14 karat
gold, Fro.m left: $550. $575:
$350. $450. $395.
We're in Show Business.
Divided Payments Arranged.

Lower fountains and public
telephones for wheelchair users
SEB WHAT You CAN J:)o TO
MAKE YOUR COMMUNITY
Mmm ACCESSIBLE
TO EVERYONE

ZIA CHAPTER
PARALYZED VETERANS
OF AMERICA
265-704!) or 205-0107

Mindlin

Jewelers Since 1919
314 CentralS. W. • Albuquerque

Student Accounts Invited
Downfown Mon.-Sat. 9:30-5:30
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Stote <?ngmeemd_ Complete With
rt,m{;~e Putlt.ol mH.;rophonc and Stih1d,
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list Price: 125.00 Our Price 99.95
3011 Monte Vista NE
Near Girard & Central
255-1695 Fri. Nite 'til9
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ByROGERRUVOLO .
The Mississippi River divides
half the teams to be .represented
in the Lobo Invitational
tomorrow night and Saturday
night as the sixth annual tourney
gets under. Rutgers faces Santa
Clara University at 7 p.m. Friday
night, and New Mexico hosts
Michigan State in the nightcap at
9. p.m., both games in University
Arena. This article focuses on the
Rutgers and Santa Clara teams.
When Coach Bill Foster of
Rutgers University sat back after
his• team's first 1970-71 practice
and evaluated his team, he saw
that he had his hands full,
completely full.
Strong Sophs
He had ten returning lettermen,
including all his starters from last
year's 13-11 team, and four tall,
strong sophomores up from the

freshman team, all vying for five
posts. Foster set up an equation,
four plus one equals five. The four
in the equation refers to Bob
Wenzel, last year's co-captain and
leading scorer; John McFadden,
the other co-captain and
playmaker; Steve Kaplan, second
high scorer and the nation's
leading free-throw shooter; and
Gene Armstead, at 6-9 the tallest
man ever to compete for Rutgers.
The plus one refers to any of a
host of other competitors,
including Tom Roth, a defensive
specialist, James Brown, last
year's center, or Jim Snodgrass,
last year's freshman leading
scorer, Besides, Foster has another
backup for any of the players just
mentioned.
Co-Captains
McFadden and Wenzel are the
team's co-captains for this year,

CAR DIRTY?
Exterior one min.
car wash
the complete job
as low as

39c

Gourn;~ets

•
UCI
••

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined That
Cigarette Smoking is Dangerous to You; Health.

Calling U ·

Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr College is
sponsoring two summer programs
abroad for men and women
college students, one in Spain and
another in southern France. Both
are directed by Bryn Mawr
profes.~ors.. with faculties drawn
from uniw:, sities and colleges in
this country and Europe.
A limited number of
scholarships are available for both
programs. For information
regarding admission, write thl'
Director of the Centro, at Bryn
Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Penn.,
19010.

OKIE'S

ClASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7e per word, 20 word miniWHERE: J'ournnlism Buildin~:. :Room
mum ($1.40) per time l'llll. l! ad ia to
205, afternoons prc!ernb]y or mniJ.
run five or 1nore consreutive days with
CIW!Sificd Advertising
no chang., tbe rate is redneed to 6c
UNM P.O. Box 20
per word and the minimum number of
Albuquerque,
N.M. 87106
wordn to 10.
TERMS: PaYDlent must be made in !uti JJrior to insertion of ndvertfu('ment.

1)

(jl~t :.

2)

from
By Act of Congress, the
above warning must be placed on all
cigarettes manufactured for sale
in the United States on or after
November1, 1970.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
Public Health Service
ihls space contributed as a public service,
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Free Dry Cleaning
at SUGAR SHACK CLEANERS
:·~ of any sportscoat or slacks purchased
af lobo MEN'S SHOP
NEW MEXICO I.OUO
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PERSONALS

CANNED HBAT ia comlnd On the same
progrnm CROW. Both n.t A!buouerque
Civic Jnnuury 16~ Tickets $4 in ndvnnc£'.
$1) nt door. AvniJnhJe nt UcidJinJ:'s. Mirart~
dl, K & D Music, Crist)' RC<orda. 1/R
lo'ILM COMMITTEE: Old nnd now, pick uJ>
your ch!'<kn nt tho office. 12/18
GIRL&-liiONEY for your nood U3ed clothing! The Rag Shoppc, 2123 San Mateo
NE. Call for appointment 2GS·2823. 12/1~
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must be
In by 3 p.m. to Min the following dny,

sp~c1al

ChRIStmas

Bal!room; 8 p.m.
Kiva Club; 1812 Las Lomas; 7 p.m.
PapC"r" 11 So1ne Qu(:)stons of Semantic
Analysis," Anthony Krach, MIT;
anthropology bldg., room 141; 7:30
p.m.
.
•
f h
I .. ecture, "G<>nl1rahzuttons Q t c
Fundanl{"Utal Theorum of Algl~bra,., l\.1,
R<' i chaw, Israeli 1C'chnician: biology
bldg., room 100; 3:30p.m.
MASH; Mosa Vista, room 1056; 6
p.m.
Bahai; Union, room 250--At 8 p.m.
United Ministries Contcr: Union,
room 231-A; noon.
GsA Budget and F inancc
Committee: Union, room 230; 3 p.m.
Christian S ciencc Organizations~
Union, room 230; 7 p.m.
Spurs; Union, room 231-E; A-C; 7
p.m.
Alpha Phi Omega~ Union, room
231-E; 7:30p.m.

Open House
The annual Placement Center
open house will be Dec, 18, from
8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., in
building T-10, 1910 Roma NE.
Refreshments will be served.

Art Fair

art education department will
begin in January. Information is
available by calling the division of
continuing education at
277-2931.

Work Study
The work study office requests
that all work-study time sheets be
turned in no later than Dec, 19, at
5 p.m., because of extra year-end
paperwork and the holidays.
Con tact the work-study office for
more details.

Newman Rap
An informal meeting to try to
help students to understand God,
and to help answer questions they
may have concerning God, will be
held Thursday, 7 to 10 p.m. in the
Newman Center. The discussion
will be conducted by Brother Reg.
Anyone interested is invited.

clothes, food and toys drive for
needy pel'Sons in Albuquerque.
All contributions can be
dropped off at the Afro-American
Culture Center, 1R1 2 Las Lomas.
Non-perishabl0s such as cannl'd
food and foods that do not need
refrigeration are being asked by
the groups.
.
The drive also seeks workable
toys and all sb:es of clothing,
Donations should be given to the
center before Dec. 23 so sorting
and distribution can be completed
before Christmas day:
Persons who know of needy
families in the Albuquerque area
are asked to contact drive
chairman Roosevelt Williams or
the Afro-American Studies
Progra""l.
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LOST & 1•0UNIJ

LOST: Brown aport coat: $10.00 Rcwnrd:
Cnll 277-2869. 12/18
c~--:-: ·~·- - LOST: SJIIALI, Jli,ACK crinkle leather
purne. Keep mont•Y hut WAllet. !D's nnd
.

~

.

k{")" t!.Sstmtinl to owner. lteturn to Ho--

konn Drok. 12/17

3)

SERVICES

OPJ~N-PARKING

LOT nt Yale & Gold
SJo!. PJ"uty of npncc. 2fir. pel"' dny or $4.16

iler month. I~,or monthly l'J(Itn\it crtll 20G8161,
TYPING: TI>RM nnpet'!l, thosM, etc. MrR.
-~ink~d•~ H98-34~o. I2/l8_ _
~ ~~
l'YPING SI•:ttV lCI•l Ill Ill Elertrlr. Ilei!Bon•
able Rntes. 0800 Snlom NE. 2~6-8349.
~__}2/17~---~·- -- ~ --~ ·~
~·-~-~-~

·J)

I•'OR tmN'l'

TRArli1 ~:Ni<!r~S6o-~pt: r;;.-;rr;t•r

apt. or

houno: _2~2~30~~~olh_nrnr_'(l~lll •. 12~1!

5)

Gund C'OIHlitinn. Floor r.hifL Mu:~t
I•'irqt $175 talw:1 it'. 2fi6·!1rlO!I, 12/1 f(
iii~A.Tlii<ri· -2r. -~;nil~
J{Xt'<'Jf(•Ht t•omlitiou. ~·12-fHHO.

STONEWARE I'OTTERY-

!nctory sec-onds. Evangel Pottery on N.
Coors next to Play Pen Loung(". 247...2568.
114

HOLTON PROFESSIONAL TRUJIIP~:T
Model 61LB. Excellent mcchmlionlly. Few
denw. 296-3503 nfter 5:30. 12/18
TINY liiALE TOY 1'00DLF.S. 0 weeks old.
Shorn nnd groomed. Will hold 'til ChristmM. 296•3109, 12/17 - - , - - - = c - NI>)W HERCULES CRASH HELMET. $20.
Heather Stiles, 243-2881. 12/17
19G2 GM.C one ton Vmij grent for cnmper.
Jldccd for imtnedinte snle. .1\{echanicnfly
sound. 2GG-2301. 12/~lC:.7~-USim TV's. $9.05. Cola. and Black/White.
All repair ~:unranteod. 2413 4th N.W.
2/17
FIRE WOOD: pinon, oak & <ednr, Buy it
from a student. . Call 242-8170, or 8775320, evcninflS. 12/18
I>'IVE 1971 COMI'ONI>NT SETS, 150 watts
with professionn1 series. Gnrrnrd c!-lnng{'r
with cueing dcvirc nnd nntis1mte control.
•rwelve apcnker air suspension sygtcm.
AM/FM multiplex radio with srrnteh and
rumhlo Oltor.. Uttitcd Frdght Salro, 3020
Snn Mntoo NI·~. 9-9 Mon.-Snt. Until 6 on
• ..Sun~dn;y. 12/10
~
SUGH~'L Y SClH.A TCHEO 1071 Zirrzno:
Hewing Mn.rhjm, to ht'! Elolcl on firHt {'Om(',
firnt t-:(lrVNl b:t!'lis. $34.00 fo:tcoh. ttNJTI•~I>
IiiiU~IGirr 8AJ.,BS. 3!120 Snn MnWo NE.
9-9 Mmt.-Snt. Untli 6 on Sunday. 12/10
i~J.~A <~i~~SYMii-Or:- -I·1~~JXe~r~~ PJ~te:
Sj)fC"nd thC' v.nod word. $L7{j l'arh. 10~(.
di!lt'ount em liU or mot('. (;('orr."<' C. Kim..

'll4.

.!'~11.

Al.tri;wirm:-:i2r.:

Thursday, December 17, 1970

HANDMADI~

---~~-~~

gAHN ~(-:OO!J MONBY hy helping to ren]H·n n hlaf'k t~ht·tf~' ynulh I'P0h1r, Ijon~':'
hnir uk. 242·!144-I. 1l!J17
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Quito Director

leatheR nook
(We Take Custom Orders)

Guide Contains
5000 Listing
In Sixth Issue

Just in Time for Christmas!
Vests-10.95
Hats-4.99
Jackets-30.00
Complete Outfits-29.95

298-1111

Eubank

(CPS)-The United States
Directory has just published the
sixth edition of its widely-known
Guide to the American Left. The
Guide, which contains over 5000
listings in this edition, lists social
pt·ote.st, liberal, pacifist, socialist,
communist, New Left and
movement organizations and
periodicals. The Guide also
contains an extensive bibliography
of several hundred publications on
or about the American left wing.
This edition of the Guide, the
largest yet published, represents
thousands of hours of research
time by the United States
Directory, Copies are available at
$5 each or two for $9. The USD
also publishes a Guide to the
American Right with 3000 listings
for $3 each. Both guides may be
bought from United States
Directory, Box 1832, Kansas City,
Mo. 64141.

-

$CASH$
WEEKLY EARNINGS
Bleed Pllmrnn Donorn Needed I
1307 Contml N.F..

Tucs.-S&t. ll-6

Christmas is a nice time to
band together

TWO LOCATIONS:
518 CENTRAL S.W. ALSO
616 CENTRAL S.E.
255-0892

\ACROSS FROM FAIRGROUNDS)

HOLIIU Y HO!"RS:
Evt'nings umilll:OO

Minimum Age 21 Years Old
Proof of Ag" Requir..d

EROS
ADULT THEATRE
518 Central S.W.
Ph. 243.0003
Movie Continuous-Lobby Book
Store New Open, Adult Book•,
Magazines, 8mm Film
Open 7 am I<> Mid nile
Quarter Arcadt>
Admission $4.00 (Movi&)

Sat. Evening-5:30
Closed Sunday

IY~~Cf§-~
jEWELERS

"The Unusual as Usual,.
6609

N.E.
TELEPHONE 268-4480
(across Menaul from Coronado Center)

MENAUL BLVD.,

STEREDSDNIC EOUIPMENT

PROUDLY ANNOUNCES THE ARRIVAL OF

•

sansu1

\N e are a full line dealer and invite you to hear the difference
that sansui quality makes.
Stop by and sec us during our "Getting Acquainted Days" we will
attempt to give you the lowest prices available on all component
package plans.
Custom Sound Room Available

l>nll nt NMh MII~Tiotic Sign Co. all A
\VnHhinr:ton SI·~. 12/18

FOR SALIS

IN ,z.-r,inNA'I10NAi:-mAv~~I.ALJ,

FOR SALE

I

Robert D. Herron, UNM
An art fair will be presented
assistant professor of Modern and
Thursday, Dec. 17 at 7 p.m. by
Classical Languages, will be in the
seven youth and children's art
University's Quito, Ecuador,
classes at UNM.
.
Food Drive
Andean Center second semester of
The fair, which is open to the
The UNM Black Student this academic year.
public, will be in the art education Union, Omega Psi Phi Fraternity,
Herron will be director of the
building, part of the college in · .and Afro-American Studies center and also offer courses in
ceramics and drawing and painting Program have opened a Christmas Brazilian literature.
will be on display.
Also exhibited will be work
done during the semester by four
GRAND OPENING
children's art classes.
Registration for children's and
youth classes which will be given
during the second semester by the

BLOOD PLASMA DONOR CENTER

lOc BEER

a

All

The way to escape the menu varies from week to week.
Ernie Kilker instigated the idea
hamburger for lunch routine is
form a gourmet club. On a at the beginning of the fall
budget, of course.
semester, and with Maureen
Monday noon is the weekly Bunch and the other four people
meeting time of the Gourmet for have been meeting weekly in the
Lunch Bunch, a group of six who Honors Center since then,
prepare exotic lunches to escape
The group discusses plans for
from the "hamburger routine" meeting at different restaurants
they feel most students fall in to. around Albuquerque in place of
Gourmet Club member Bob the Monday meetings, keeping in
Allen contends gourmet is not mind one of the objects is not to
really that much more expensive. spend more than they would on
Becky Hogan and her husband, ordinary I unchcs.
Joe, prepared some marinated
Ms. Hogan emphasized the
artichoke hearts for the group group's informality. "We don't
while Olivia Carabajal poured want to get the group
some shrimp cocktail into cups. impractically large. I think five or
Allen helped make some pastrami six people work out best. At least
sandwiches as he commented he it has for us." She urged other
likes the weekly meetings interested people begin groups of
"because I get hungry at noon, their own.
and because the other places do
fdlllil~UIIIIiilll!!llmillll:illl!!l!IIJ~Illiii'UI!III2 1 111i:llllll!ll!l~l!lllll~llli~llii!lllllllllillim
not offer anything appealing,"
l:a.Ucu ~said i.he group eats many
different kinds of things and it
"really doesn't cost that much
more.u
IJilU::;!mlliJIII1111'i'JITIIl!TI!IIli!:JI!ITIIII~UU:UIIIl!i:lll!1iii:CIIiiEI!II:I!II!I'll:::limll\l
Ms. Hogan added "as long as
Thursday, Dec. 17
everyone contributes, we have
"A Christmas in th!' Ghetto," Uhuru
some pretty exotic foods." The Sasa Afriean Danc('rs and Choir; Union

~IZZ~

265-9881
266-0808

Olivia Carabajal and Becky and
Joe Hogan devour marinated
artichoke hearts as they attempt
to escape the normal daily lunch
fare of hamburgers.

Gourmet /or Lunch Bunch
Escapes /rom 'Routine'

J\.est~..,.,,-~nt

1 0% discount on all parts and labor
to students and faculty with UNM I. D.

r
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Lobo Goof
"The. Lobo Lied" read a large
sign posted at the Honors Center
to ward off numerous inquiries
yesterday, It did. Preregistration
for the Undergraduate Seminar
Program will be conducted Feb. 3,
beginning at 10 : 30 a.m.
The Lobo erroneously reported
pre-registration for the 20
seminars, some student initiated,
had begun yesterday.

1"J
/
..f'-c5e'- s 9-8

Complete Auto Repairs

Gil's University Gulf
2608 Central N.E.

and both had hassles earning some
play time from Foster at one
point during their college careers.
Wenzel barely made the team his
sophomore year, but came back
strong his junior year, scoring 34
points in his first outing.
Although he couldn't keep up
with that kind of performance
thereafter, the 6-1 Wenzel did
manage to pour in an average of
1 6.4 for the remainder of
the season, and had 20 games in
double figures. He is an aggressive
player at both ends of the court.
McFadden, one of the better
passers and feeders in Rutgers
histo~y, lost his job in his junior
year after failing to produce
enough tallies to please Foster.
But, coming on as a reserve
against Manhattan in the last half
of the year, McFadden scored 12
points and continued to average
almost ten more points a game
than the year before and earned .
back his starting post.
Field Goals
Armstead was second in scoring
last year fot' the Rutgers fresh
team with ·a 16.6 average while
leading the team in field goals
made. Armstead is Rutgers' first
Mike Stewart
high school All-American ever to
play there, besides being the
tallest.
Kaplan, a 6-6 forward, led the was the s'econd leading scorer for Director. Although Williams. is
nation in free throw percentage the Queensmen with a 16.1 minus three starters from the last
last year with a 92.7 mark, and average. He has scored 20 or more three years that led the Broncos
points ten times for Rutgers, and to an outstanding 73-12 record,
is second on the team in he still has salvaged four returnees
rebounding.
to muster up a rebuilding team
OPEN
The 6-3 twosome of Roth and that could be strong on the bench
Snodgrass add either defense or as well as under the basket. The
scoring, whichever Foster wants at four returnees are junior forwards
Bruce Bochte (6-4), and Mart
the time.
Roth often draws the Petersen (6-7), junior guard.Jolly
;.\;ow Has Fresh
opponent's top scorer of the Spight (6-2), and senior center
game, but he is quick and Gary Graves, who at 6-7 sat out
Homemade
aggressive, and hits 75 percent of most of last year behind
his free throws. Snodgrass Jed last All-American Dennis Awtrey.
year's fresh team with a 17.6
Post Postition
scoring
average,
while
at
the
same
Three
candidates
for the post
Sunday 4 p.m.-midnight
time leading the fresh in assists.
position, which is the core of
Phone 266-1goo
The Broncos of Santa Clara are Williams' offensive punch, never
301 Cornell SE at Lead
Jed by new head coach Carroll really resolved who was best and
Williams, who is also SC's Athletic all are expected to see some
action tonight against Rutgers.
Besides Graves, 6-10 Mike
SKI SALE
Stewart, a transfer, and 6-9 John
ond accessories
Stege add about 20 points each
HEAD METAL
$09.95
(average) to the Broncos' offense.
HART METAl
$89.95
Bochtt> was the top dcfensivt>
VOLKtWOOD
$49,95
player
last year for the Broncos,
GOGGlES
$1.98
and started forward off and on
"LAVAREDO" SKI BOOTS
last season. This year's co-captain,
5 Buckle (red • Plrntic
BoehLe is conct•ntrating on
rca. 65.00 NOW $49.95
shooting improvement, and is
"Bf·CONIE" STEEL SKI POLES
joined at forwnrd by Petersen,
rc~. 29.95 NOW $1?..95
who also was an alternate starting
MARINE DISCOUNT CENTER
forward last year.
Gib~on & Truman iofnto)r,
Petersen played in almost all of
1608 Trum'm Se
256-1466
the Bronco tilts last season but
never really got a fantastic
shooting performance, but is
FUN
FUN expected to gel this year.
Considered one of the keys to any
succes.o; SCU might have this year,
Petersen is a tough defender and
good jumper.
The other Bronco co-captain is
Jolly
Spight, who is the only
Every Tue, 5'6 PM
returnee for Williams who started
all last season. A physical player
Pizza Slices 15¢
with spontaneity and speed,
Spight is expected to help th~
Dancing Every Nite
Bronco tl'bounding effort, and hiH
Central at Univenily
offensive experience will be a
major factor in providing stability
FUN
FUN
in the Bronco backcourt.
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CAMPUS BRIEF§

'I.

5003 Menoul NE

Open 9:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.

Friday 'til 9:00 p.m.

268-4227
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NEW
MEXICO
governor's council, $10 for traveling
expenses to Santa Fe-in dimes.
To Frank Hibben, a pair of stuffed
and mounted psychology lab rats
that he might conserve them.
To People's Park, a pick ax and
three bags of grass seed.
To the Regents, $1 each so they
can properly pass the buck.
To Director of the General
Library David 0. Kelley, a
In an unparalleled burst of subscription to the Reader's Digest
generosity, The Lobo staff wishes to for use as graduate student refE'rence
bid everyone a Merry Christams. In materiaL
To Union Director Ron Baum, a
keeping with the true spirit of
permanently set on KRST's
radio
Christmas (it is more blessed to give
new
rock
format.
than to receive) we would like to
To N.M. Senators George Koran,
send our friends, enemies and news
Smalley and Harold Runnels and
Ike
sources (not necessarily in that
Rep. Merrill Taylor, an embroidered
order) the following gifts:
copy of "The Love Lust Poem" to
To Duke Duquette, head of the be divided.as they choose.

letters
I Am Angry ...
To the Editor:
I am angry. . . !
I am angry when I see a 15 - year old youth from a Valley poor family
sent away to the New Mexico State
Boys School at Springer on the
charge of statutory rape- a
situation where the girl came over to
the fellow's house and then she was
not even in court to give her version
of the incident. It is highly
questionable whether a youth from a
rich, influential family in the Heights
would have received such a sentence
and especially after so little court
deliberation. Meanwhile- many
adults indulge in extramarital
fantasies and affairs while continuing
to wield law - and - order on juvenile
offenders.
I am angry when I see youth at
the Boys School subjected to
irritating unrealistic rules- a
situation which many Heights youth
and adults would find intolerable.
I am angry when I see incarcerated
youth anywhere hurt and humiliated
by the sharp tongues and cruel wit of
adult workers.
I am angry when I see kids
punished for marijuana and alcohol
by adults who reach eagerly for a can
of beer.
I am angry when I see youth
censured for their cuss words by
adults who say the same.
When will we stop our dishonest
double - standard hypocrisy? When
will we stop demanding more from
so-called offenders than we expect
from ourselves? When will we see
that for us as citizens to do nothing
to stop the injustices of Juvenile
probation, court and institutional
system means we are villains.
Christ reserved his strongest
warnings for the rich, religious,
respectable people who publicly
criticized and punished offenders but
were blind to their own greater sin of
hypocrisy and self - righteousness.
I am aware that some persons
within the juvenile legal system care
and I have received good cooperation
· from some.
I need God as much as any
criminal or unjust judge - because
unplugged from Christ, I am not one
speck better than either.
I believe we who claim to follow
Christ must risk our all . in the
revolution to bring·greater justice for
oppressed brothers and sisters in this
city and everywhere. A revolution
not of hate - but of tough love for
all.
Donald Schrader

Fire Trap
To the Editor:
I appreciate the interest displayed
by The Lobo concerning campus
safety in a recent article entitled,
''Zimmerman Library .Called 'Fire
Trap'." However, I feel several
statements attributed to me in this
article need clarification.
First, in reply to the question
whether I thought the stack areas of
Zimmerman Library were a fire
hazard, I replied that if a major fire
were to be started in this area, it
could cause the loss of life.
I would like to point out that a
sprinkler system is not practical in a
library installation of this type. A
dry chemical or C02 system would
be the one that I would recommend.
I certainly do not feel, nor do
members of the Administration, that
books are ever considered more
valuable than human life. Fire safety
in library facilities always has been
and will be a problem. However, as I
pointed out, steps have been taken at
Zimmerman Library to alleviate the
hazards, including installation of
portable fire extinguishers at each
level. These are checked at regular
intervals.
I would like to point out, also,
that I did not label buildings on
campus as "fire traps" nor did I say
that the Legislature is not
cooperating by refusing remodeling
funds. I noted that because of rapid
growth and short tax dollars, we
have not been able to replace some
of the older buildings on campus

To UNM President Ferrel Heady,
life-sized posters of himself to set
around campus so everyone will
know what he looks like.
To the psychology 101 class
members, television remote control
dials.
To Ernie Baughman, blinders in
keeping with his narrow view of
things.
To the New Mexico National
Guard, four ornamental carnivorous
rose bushes.
To the ME'dical School
administration, for their trouble in
setting up Health Center procedures,
two aspirin and an appointment to
come back in a couple of days.
To J.C. MacGregor, director of
admissions, a registration
appointment time on the last hour of
the last day of registration.

To Zimmerman Library, a
Christmas tree lit with real candles to
be shelved in the stacks.
To students walking from
peripheral parking lots, $1 worth of
bus tokens.
To Victor Regener, who holds the
faculty record f9r the number of
books checked out (and never
returned), a bookshelf, built by the
library staff.
To the general faculty, a referee
for their meetings; and to their
policy committee, a crossword
puzzle sinee they like to fool around
with words so much.
To governor-elect Bruce King, a
fishing license for the Chama river,
effective the day after spring
semester ends.
To the ASUNM Senate, an
occasional quorum.

which do constitute more of a fire
hazard than modern facilities.
Another quote attributed to me
that "UNM is the underdog to New
Mexico State as far as allocations
go," is erroneous. I did not discuss
New Mexico State University nor do
I know anything concerning their
allocations.
As far as funding for safety
improvements is coneerned, I belirve
our system, which is similar to the
systems employ<>d on other
campuses, is workable and I feel that
all eoncerned are cooperating and
providing as much funding as
possible. As with anyone coneerned
with safety and fire prevention, I
would obviously like to see more
money directed toward this activity.
However, I feel confident as soon as
money is available, we will be able to
make further improvements in our
Safety Program.
I would further like to state that
in your editorial on the same subject,
you point out the City of
Albuquerque Fire Inspection Bureau
does not have inspection jurisdiction
over the campus. The Legislature
adopted the Federal Fire Safety
Code 101 three years ago and the
Fire Marshall's office does have the
authority to come on campus at any
time. Furthermore, the Campus
Safety Office has always cooperated
fully with both the City of
Albuquerque Fire Inspectiot'l Bureau
and the Fire Marshall's Office and
representatives of both of these
organizations visit the campus

regularly.
In summary, I would like to point
out that the Campus Safety Office
does make inspections and
recommendations for the elimination
of hazards and that each
recommendation is carefully
considered by the Administration
and we have made tremendous
strides in reeent years in providing
for the safety of all.
Walt Lewis
Campus Safety Director

Peacce
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Book Donations
To the Editor:
On the new bool<s shelves at
Zimmerman library, UNM, I found
re<:ently a volume with the following
stamped on the back of the
frontispiece: "Library of Conbrress
surplus duplicate, compliments of
U.S. Sen. Joseph M. Montoya."
Upon inquiring about the book at
the library's acquisitions department,
I discovered that Sen. Montoya has
sent almost 200 books to the UNM
library.
In spite of the fact that in these
times only the most dramatie events
are deemed newsworthy, it might
not be inappropriate to bring into
the public's attention Sen.
Montoya's virtually unknown gesture
on behalf of the UNM library which,
with its half million volumes, only a
third of what it should have, needs
every book it can get and every
friend it can muster.
Ivan Melada
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